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The Sublime 2010
part of the acclaimed documents of contemporary art series of anthologies in a world where technology spectacle
and excess seem to eclipse former concepts of nature the individual and society what might be the characteristics
of a contemporary sublime if there is any consensus it is in the notion that the sublime represents a taking to the
limits to the point at which fixities begin to fragment this anthology examines how ideas of the sublime are
explored in the work of contemporary artists and theorists in relation to the unpresentable transcendence terror
nature technology the uncanny and altered states artists surveyed include marina abramović joseph beuys tacita
dean walter de maria a k dolven olafur eliasson andreas gursky jitka hanzlová gary hill susan hiller shirazeh
houshiary anish kapoor mike kelley anselm kiefer yves klein richard long barnett newman tony oursler cornelia
parker gerhard richter doris salcedo lorna simpson hiroshi sugimoto fred tomaselli james turrell luc tuymans bill
viola and zhang huan writers include marco belpoliti john berger paul crowther jacques derrida okwui enwezor
jean fisher barbara claire freeman jeremy gilbert rolfe doreet levitte harten eleanor heartney lynn m herbert luce
irigaray fredric jameson lee joon julia kristeva jean françois lyotard thomas mcevilley vijay mishra david morgan
jean luc nancy jacques rancière gene ray robert rosenblum philip shaw marina warner thomas weiskel and slavoj
Žižek

The Sublime 2006
we call sublime those things and experiences supposed to be the very best but what if the best actually leads to
inequality and exploitation williams critiques the sublime over its long history and in recent returns to sublime
nature and technologies deploying a new critical method that draws on process philosophy he shows how the
sublime has always led to inequality this holds true even where it underpins ideas of cosmopolitan enlightenment
and even when refined by burke kant nietzsche schopenhauer and zizek against the unjust legacies of the
traditional sublime james williams defends a new anarchist sublime multiple self destructive and temporary
opposed to any idea of highest value to be shared by all but always imposed on the powerless

Egalitarian Sublime 2019-07-04
the supernatural sublime explores the long neglected element of the supernatural in films from spain and mexico
by focusing on the social and cultural contexts of their production and reception their adaptations of codes and
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conventions for characters and plot and their use of cinematic techniques to create the experience of emotion
without explanation deploying the overarching concepts of the supernatural and the sublime raúl rodríguez
hernández and claudia schaefer detail the dovetailing of the unnatural and the experience of limitlessness
associated with the sublime the supernatural sublime embeds the films in the social histories of twentieth and
twenty first century mexico and spain both of which made a forced leap into modernity after historical periods
founded on official ideologies and circumscribed visions of the nation evoking kant s definition of the experience of
the sublime rodríguez hernández and schaefer concentrate on the unrepresentable and the contradictory that
oppose purported universal truths and instead offer up illusion deception and imagination through cinema itself a
type of illusion writing with light

The Supernatural Sublime 2019-07
alchemy of punk a thesis and opera developed by aneta panek as part of her phd investigates punk s poetics and
motifs genealogy and subversive reinvention reaching as far back as the middle ages and exploring the tradition of
troubadours minnesingers madrigals beggar s operas and murder ballads aneta proposes to understand punk as an
embodiment of dionysian art a danse macabre celebrating life through performative screamed poetry in her textual
exploration of punk this thesis she delves into the vast forms of expression adopted by punk s vagabonds outcasts
and poètes maudits and in her artwork the punk opera she tests the theories and ideas presented in her thesis
bringing together the greatest voices of classical opera punk and industrial rock in an explosive spectacle of
theatrical and musical experiences video installation and live performance

Alchemy of Punk 2022-12-05
drawing on literary and visual texts spanning from the twelfth century to the present this volume of essays
explores what happens when narratives try to push the boundaries of what can be said about death

Narrating Death 2018-10-29
explores the history and psychology of the fear of insects
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The Infested Mind 2013-12
modernism in music still arouses passions and is riven by controversies taking root in the early decades of the
twentieth century it achieved ideological dominance for almost three decades following the second world war
before becoming the object of widespread critique in the last two decades of the century both from critics and
composers of a postmodern persuasion and from prominent scholars associated with the new musicology yet these
critiques have failed to dampen its ongoing resilience the picture of modernism has considerably broadened and
diversified and has remained a pivotal focus of debate well into the twenty first century this research companion
does not seek to limit what musical modernism might be at the same time it resists any dilution of the term that
would see its indiscriminate application to practically any and all music of a certain period in addition to
addressing issues already well established in modernist studies such as aesthetics history institutions place
diaspora cosmopolitanism production and performance communication technologies and the interface with
postmodernism this volume also explores topics that are less established among them modernism and affect
modernism and comedy modernism versus the contemporary and the crucial distinction between modernism in
popular culture and a popular modernism a modernism of the people in doing so this text seeks to define
modernism in music by probing its margins as much as by restating its supposed essence

The Routledge Research Companion to Modernism in Music
2018-10-29
if parapolitics a branch of radical criminology that studies the interactions between public entities and clandestine
agencies is to develop as an academic discipline then it must develop a coherent theory of aesthetics in order to
successfully perform its primary function to render perceptible extra judicial phenomena that have hitherto
resisted formal classification wilson offers the work of h p lovecraft 1890 1937 as an example of the relevance of
subversive literature in this case cosmic horror and the weird tale to the parapolitical criminologist cosmic horror
is a form of writing that relies heavily upon the epistemological assumption of a radical and irreconcilable
disjunction between appearance and reality perception and truth in many ways the well constructed weird tale
strongly resembles the hard boiled detective story or the noir thriller in that the resolution of the narrative hinges
upon a dramatically shattering confrontation with an unspeakable reality apart from its obvious utilization of
conspiracy theory the primary attraction of the lovecraftian text lies with its remarkably sophisticated utilization of
two central tropes of classical aesthetic theory the sublime and the grotesque not only does lovecraft s oeuvre
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represent a remarkable use of both of these motifs but the raw literary power of the lovecraftian weird tale serves
as an outstanding exemplar for the parapolitical scholar to emulate in formulating an alternative mode of discourse
or poetics

The Republic of Cthulhu 2016-11-07
the monochrome a single color work of art is highly ambiguous for some it epitomizes purity and is art reduced to
its essence for others it is just a stunt the proverbial emperor s new clothes why are monochrome works both so
admired and such an easy target of scorn why does a monochrome look so simple and yet is so challenging to
comprehend and what is it that drives artists to create such works in this illuminating book simon morley unpacks
the meanings of the monochrome as it has developed internationally over the twentieth century to today in doing
so he also explores how artists have understood what they make how critics variously interpret it and how art is
encountered by viewers

The Simple Truth 2020-12-15
beginning with his first film reconstruction released in 1970 theo angelopoulos s notoriously complex cinematic
language has long explored greece s contemporary history and questioned european culture and society the
cinematic language of theo angelopoulos offers a detailed study and critical discussion of the acclaimed filmmaker
s cinematic aesthetics as they developed over his career exploring different styles through which greek and
european history identity and loss have been visually articulated throughout his oeuvre as well as his impact on
both european and global cinema

The Cinematic Language of Theo Angelopoulos 2021-09-17
these essays confirm the continued relevance of north as a site of cultural practice and artistic endeavour if
northern regions are tangible realities the place of varied topography light climate and biogeography the location
of distinct peoples and culture typically they have been depicted through the traditions of northern landscape
representation and the cultural narratives of an era these discussions focusing on scotland northern england
northern europe siberia the arctic and nordic lands by photographic practitioners as well as theorists explore and
question this tradition considering landscape as experience reinterpreting notions of wilderness emptiness and the
sublime
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Northern Light 2018-04-30
in this interdisciplinary work philosophers from different specialisms connect with the notion of the wild today and
interrogate how it is mediated through the culture of the anthropocene they make use of empirical material like
specific artworks films and other cultural works related to the term wild to consider the aesthetic experience of
nature focusing on the untamed the boundless the unwieldy or the unpredictable in other words aspects of nature
that are mediated by culture this book maps out the wide range of ways in which we experience the wildness of
nature aesthetically relating both to immediate experience as well as to experience mediated through cultural
expression a variety of subjects are relevant in this context including aesthetics art history theology human
geography film studies and architecture a theme that is pursued throughout the book is the wild in connection with
ecology and its experience of nature as both a constructive and destructive force

Wild 2022-10-20
this book challenges existing notions of what is american and or asian art moving beyond the identity issues that
have dominated art world conversations of the 1980s and the 1990s and aligning with new trends and issues in
contemporary art today e g the global south labor environment and gender identity contributors examine both
historical and contemporary instances in art practices and exhibition making under the rubric of american art in
asia the book complicates existing notions of what constitutes american art asian american and american asian art
as today s production and display of contemporary art takes place across diffused borders under the fluid
conditions of a globalized art world since transformed by the covid 19 pandemic new contexts and art historical
narratives are forming that upend traditional euro american mappings of center margins migratory patterns and
community engagement the book will be of interest to scholars working in art history american studies asian
studies and visual culture

American Art in Asia 2022-05-05
this companion offers readers an accessible survey of the historical and symbolic relationships between literature
and the city
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The Cambridge Companion to the City in Literature 2014-10-06
this volume was first published by inter disciplinary press in 2016 we are captivated by the monstrous the
monstrous encapsulates a variety of emotions actions behaviors and re sponses in general usage it draws attention
to the physicality of bodies the fear and repulsion that have so often driven societal response and the marginal
status of those defined by such terms monstrous geographies draw on the unease and uncanniness at the core of
the monstrous while shifting the consideration from bodies to places and spaces away from corporeality and
toward the sites or landscapes within which bodies move away from the mon strous form of a creature like the yeti
and toward the environment in which the yeti thrives an environment that must be monstrous to produce and
sustain such a being considering such geographies allows for a nuanced under standing of the places both real and
imagined subtle and fantastic that make up our world

Edgelands: A Collection of Monstrous Geographies 2019-01-04
sacred body analyzes exemplary jewish texts narratives and cultural practices that show how these artifacts
unhinge the sacred from the divine and focus instead on the everyday sacred earthly existence in order to
celebrate life affirming decisions actions and relationships and avoid abstraction metaphysics and apocalypticism

Sacred Body 2023-05-30
the essential reader on fabrication in architecture for practitioners and producers alike an original and informative
reader on the subject of translating architectural ideas from conceptual propositions to physical manifestations
manufacturing the bespoke is an essential resource for students and practitioners of architecture as well as
producers and suppliers of architectural products at a time where roles methods and capabilities within the
disciplines of building production are in unprecedented flux this book provides a unique and highly current
treatment on the subject of fabrication in architecture with its emphasis on contemporary technology cultural
history and theory a key source book for students and professionals engaged in manufacturing fabrication projects
includes extended articles by internationally renowned critics theorists educators and designers such as mathias
kohler nevi oxman and michael stacey articles will examine and refer to key portfolios of the 20th and 21st century
including works by pierre charreau peter salter and rural studio featuring essays from pioneering architects
engineers academics and designers from around the world on both existing and yet to be built projects the book
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covers architecture across the ages

Manufacturing the Bespoke 2012-10-18
this book explores the significance of flight to romantic literature although the romantic movement and the age of
ballooning coincided there has been a curious and long time tendency to forget that flight was not impossible
during this period this study details the importance of this new technology to romantic authors primarily english
romantic poets it combines accounts of the exploits and experiences of early balloonists with references to
romantic texts using ballooning lore to illuminate a range of romantic writings the balloonists are seen as not just
supplying these writers with a new code of metaphors but as colleagues engaged in similarly imaginative
enterprises the book uncovers an aerial imagination shared by a large number of writers in the romantic period
that has its origins in the balloon adventures of the 1780s and following two decades it will appeal to scholars and
students of romantic cultural history as well as those interested in romantic poetry and the history of early
aeronautics

Romantics and the Era of Early Flight 2022-12-08
when the enlightenment thinker gotthold ephraim lessing wrote his treatise laocoön an essay on the limits of
painting and poetry in 1766 he outlined the strengths and weaknesses of each art painting was assigned to the
realm of space poetry to the realm of time space and time in artistic practice and aesthetics explores how artists
since the eighteenth century up to the present day have grappled with the consequences of lessing s theory and
those that it spawned as the book reveals many artists have been and continue to be influenced by lessing like
theories which have percolated into the art education and art criticism artists from jean raoux to willem de kooning
and frances bacon and art critics such as clement greenberg have felt the weight of lessing s theories in their
modes of creation whether consciously or not should we sound the death knell for the theories of lessing and his
kind or will conceptions of temporality spatiality and artistic competition continue to unfold this book the first to
consider how lessing s writings connect to visual art s production brings these questions to the fore

The Sublime 1987
in climate change and the new polar aesthetics lisa e bloom considers the ways artists filmmakers and activists
engaged with the arctic and antarctic to represent our current environmental crises and reconstruct public
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understandings of them bloom engages feminist black indigenous and non western perspectives to address the
exigencies of the experience of the anthropocene and its attendant ecosystem failures rising sea levels and climate
led migrations as opposed to mainstream media depictions of climate change that feature apocalyptic spectacles of
distant melting ice and desperate polar bears artists such as katja aglert subhankar banerjee joyce campbell judit
hersko roni horn isaac julien zacharias kunuk connie samaras and activist art collectives take a more complex
poetic and political approach in their films and visual and conceptual art these artists link climate change to its
social roots in colonialism and capitalism while challenging the suppression of information about environmental
destruction and critiquing western art institutions for their complicity bloom s examination and contextualization
of new polar aesthetics makes environmental degradation more legible while demonstrating that our own political
agency is central to imagining and constructing a better world

Space and Time in Artistic Practice and Aesthetics 2017-06-30
how do architects use color do they adopt a different strategy or starting point for every project do they gradually
cultivate individual color palettes which develop alongside their body of built work do they utilize or are they
aware of the body of theoretical work that underpins the use of color in the past and forms the basis of most of the
color systems commercially available today informed by the author s thirty years in architectural practice and
academia this book investigates documents and analyzes the work of a number of contemporary architects in order
to respond to these questions and provide a clear reference of contemporary color use the book suggests a holistic
approach to the integration of color in architecture through a series of thematic essays the text explores and
reveals underlying principles in color design and application case studies include ahmm caruso st john erich
wiesner and otto steidle gigon guyer o donnell tuomey sauerbruch hutton steven holl un studio the book provides
clear insights into how particular contemporary architects use color confidently and intelligently as an integral
part of their design philosophy in conjunction with their choices of materials and finishes offering a stimulating
view of the history of color theory and pragmatic advice to practicing architects this book will be inspiring to both
design professionals and students

Climate Change and the New Polar Aesthetics 2022-08-08
understanding photojournalism explores the interface between theory and practice at the heart of photojournalism
mapping out the critical questions that photojournalists and picture editors consider in their daily practice and
placing these in context outlining the history and theory of photojournalism this textbook explains its historical and
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contemporary development who creates selects and circulates images and the ethics aesthetics and politics of the
practice carefully chosen international case studies represent a cross section of key photographers practices and
periods within photojournalism enabling students to understand the central questions and critical concepts
illustrated with a range of photographs and case material including interviews with contemporary photojournalists
this book is essential reading for students taking university and college courses on photography within a wide
range of disciplines and includes an annotated guide to further reading and a glossary of terms to further expand
your studies

Architectural Colour in the Professional Palette 2013-08-15
this edited volume challenges our negative and incorrect definitions of psychoanalysis by focusing on the notion
that psychoanalysis once was and can once again be a movement for social justice taking the work of erich fromm
as a guide the chapters in this volume highlight psychoanalysis social justice origins while illustrating how
psychoanalysis in both an interpretive role and as a clinical tool can improve our understanding of contemporary
social problems and address the effects of those problems within the clinical setting

Understanding Photojournalism 2020-09-23
this book is available as open access through the bloomsbury open access programme and is available on
bloomsburycollections com under what conditions does sensation become sensational in the early nineteenth
century murder was a staple of the sensationalizing popular press and gruesome descriptions were deployed to
make a direct impact on the sensations of the reader by the end of the century public concern with the thrills spills
and shocks of modern life was increasingly articulated in the language of sensation media sensationalism
contributed to this process and magnified its impact just as sensation was in turn taken up by literature art and
film in the contemporary world the dramatization of these experiences in an era of media panics over terrorism
and paedophilia has taken an overtly melodramatic form in which battles of good and evil play out across the
landscapes of our lives sensational subjects develops an innovative interdisciplinary approach to exploring these
themes their impact and their implications for understanding the modern world a companion volume sympathetic
sentiments affect emotion and spectacle in the modern world is published simultaneously by bloomsbury
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Progressive Psychoanalysis as a Social Justice Movement 2017-01-06
this book examines thomas hardy s writing in both prose and poetry focusing on issues of perception being class
and environment it illustrates the ways in which hardy represents a social world which serves as a horizon for the
individual and explores the dialectic between the perceptible world and human consciousness ebbatson
demonstrates how in hardy s oeuvre modern life becomes alienated from its roots in rural life individual freedom is
achieved in works like tess of the d urbervilles jude the obscure or the woodlanders at the cost of personal
insecurity and a deepening sense of homelessness however this development occurs against the marginalisation of
dialect forms of speech this book also explores how hardy s impressionist vision serves to undermine the prevailing
conventions of plot structure

Sensational Subjects 2015-01-29
the christian tradition provides a wealth of insight into perennial human questions about the shape of the good life
human happiness virtue justice wealth and poverty spiritual growth and much else besides and christian scholars
can do great good by bringing that rich tradition into conversation with the broader culture but what is the nature
and purpose of distinctively christian scholarship and what does that imply for the life and calling of the christian
scholar what is it about christian scholarship that makes it christian ten eminent scholars grapple with such
questions in this volume they offer deep and thought provoking discussions of the habits and commitments of the
christian scholar the methodology and pedagogy of christian scholarship the role of the holy spirit in education
christian approaches to art and literature and more contributors jonathan a anderson dariusz m brycko natasha
duquette m elizabeth lewis hall george hunsinger paul k moser alvin plantinga craig j slane nicholas wolterstorff
amos yong

Perception, Class and Environment in the Works of Thomas Hardy
2023-09-28
while acknowledging the legacy of herbert reads classic 1959 study a concise history of modern painting in the
world of art series academic and artist simon morley places the foundation of modern art much earlier than read at
the emergence of romanticism and the dawn of the industrial age structured loosely chronologically by period the
focus is as much on individual artists as well as movements with works discussed within a broader context stylistic
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historical geographical and gender and ethnic frames themes that recur throughout the chapters generously
illustrated the global and diverse range of artists featured include william blake Édouard manet hilma af klint
kazimir malevich willem de kooning amrita sher gil faith ringgold and kehinde wiley this guide also includes an
appendix in the form of questions the reader might like to ask in relation to the artists and the ideas discussed in
order to reconsider the works from a contemporary perspective

Christian Scholarship in the Twenty-First Century 2014-09-19
emotion in texts for children and young adults moving stories takes up key issues in affect studies while putting
forward new approaches and ways of thinking about the intricate entanglements of emotion affect and story in
relation to the functions processes and influences of texts designed for youth with an emphasis on national
literatures and international scholarship it examines a variety of storytelling forms formats genres and media
crafted for readers ranging from the very young to the newly adult layering recent cognitive approaches to
emotion affect studies and feminist perspectives on emotion it investigates not only what texts for children and
young adults have to say about emotion but also how such texts try to move their readers in this the chapters draw
attention to the ways narrative literary texts address elicit shape and or embody emotion

Modern Painting 2023-09-07
wars have played a momentous role in shaping the course of human history the ever present specter of conflict has
made it an enduring topic of interest in popular culture and many movies from hollywood blockbusters to
independent films have sought to show the complexities and horrors of war on screen in the philosophy of war
films david larocca compiles a series of essays by prominent scholars that examine the impact of representing war
in film and the influence that cinematic images of battle have on human consciousness belief and action the
contributors explore a variety of topics including the aesthetics of war as portrayed on screen the effect war has on
personal identity and the ethical problems presented by war drawing upon analyses of iconic and critically
acclaimed war films such as saving private ryan 1998 the thin red line 1998 rescue dawn 2006 restrepo 2010 and
zero dark thirty 2012 this volume s examination of the genre creates new ways of thinking about the philosophy of
war a fascinating look at the manner in which combat and its aftermath are depicted cinematically the philosophy
of war films is a timely and engaging read for any philosopher filmmaker reader or viewer who desires a deeper
understanding of war and its representation in popular culture
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Emotion in Texts for Children and Young Adults 2023-01-06
the book develops a new approach to and a distinct reading of the contemporary memorial building boom which
began in the 1980s locating the origins of this boom in the crises associated with postmodernity and the rise of
neoliberalism it analyses the complex interplay between neoliberalism postmodernism and nationalism in some of
the most well known memorials and memorial museums to have emerged in the usa and germany over the last four
decades rather than offering a survey of contemporary memorials it traces a specific trajectory and certainly not
the only one ripe for analysis from the postmodern memorials of the 1980s to the increasingly monumental and
authoritative memorials and memorial museums being constructed today developing a distinct interdisciplinary
approach the book offers a critical analysis of the relationship between the memorials form the visitor experience
they re intended to offer and the understanding of history and our relation to it which underpins their philosophical
ethical and political stance questioning the notion that contemporary memorials are ambiguous non ideological
and non nationalistic the book argues that they are engaged in rearticulating nationalism in line with the
contradictory demands of the current conjuncture as well as critically analysing the political function of national
memorials the book is equally concerned with interrogating the aesthetic means they employ with a specific focus
on the way in which they mobilise the power of the sublime to generate particular affective responses the book
argues that contemporary national memorials reflect one of the most significant convergences between
postmodern thought and neoliberal ideology both project a permanent present urging us to recreate ourselves in
the light of existing conditions for there is no alternative

The Philosophy of War Films 2015-01-06
the scholarly essays in this book focus on the theme of art and social change in western art from the renaissance to
about 1950 the edited volume includes contributions by scholars with a range of professional backgrounds and
affiliations their essays address some aspect of the theme and engage with one or more artworks in the collection
of la salle university art museum topics include religious iconography portraiture landscape journal illustrations
and modernist abstraction these essays on the collection add to the body of scholarship which situates works of art
in contexts that help reveal and explain changes in social political or cultural values the book is lavishly illustrated
with 104 color illustrations
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Neoliberalism, Postmodernity, and the Contemporary Memorial-
Building Boom 2022-06-06
manipulation of the past and forced erasure of memories have been global phenomena throughout history
spanning a varied repertoire from the destruction or alteration of architecture sites and images to the banning or
imposing of old and new practices the present volume addresses these questions comparatively across time and
geography and combines a material approach to the study of memory with cross disciplinary empirical explorations
of historical and contemporary cases this approach positions the volume as a reference point within several fields
of humanities and social sciences the collection brings together scholars from different fields within humanities
and social science to engage with memorialization and damnatio memoriae across disciplines using examples from
their own research the broad chronological and comparative scope makes the volume relevant for researchers and
students of several historical periods and geographic regions

Voicing Trauma and Truth: Narratives of Disruption and
Transformation 2020-10-12
an important resource for scholars of contemporary art and architecture this volume considers contemporary art
that takes architecture as its subject concentrated on works made since 1990 contemporary art about architecture
a strange utility is the first to take up this topic in a sustained and explicit manner and the first to advance the idea
that contemporary art functions as a form of architectural history theory and analysis over the course of fourteen
essays by both emerging and established scholars this volume examines a diverse group of artists in conjunction
with the vernacular canonical and fantastical structures engaged by their work i manglano ovalle matthew barney
monika sosnowska pipo nguyen duy and paul pfeiffer are among those considered as are the compelling questions
of architecture s relationship to photography the evolving legacy of mies van der rohe the notion of an
architectural unconscious and the provocative concepts of the unbuilt and the unbuildable through a rigorous
investigation of these issues contemporary art about architecture calls attention to the fact that art is now a vital
form of architectural discourse indeed this phenomenon is both pervasive and in its individual incarnations
compelling a reason to think again about the entangled histories of architecture and art
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Art and Social Change 2015-10
in all film there is the desire to capture the motion of life to refuse immobility agnes varda has noted but to capture
the reality of human experience cinema must fasten on stillness and inaction as much as motion slow movies
investigates movies by acclaimed international directors who in the past three decades have challenged
mainstream cinema s reliance on motion and action more than other realist art cinema slow movies by lisandro
alonso nuri bilge ceylan pedro costa jia zhang ke abbas kiarostami cristian mungiu alexander sokurov bela tarr gus
van sant and others radically adhere to space times in which emotion is repressed along with motion editing and
dialogue yield to stasis and contemplation action surrenders to emptiness if not death

Negotiating Memory from the Romans to the Twenty-First Century
2020-09-14
the term temporality often refers to the traditional mode of the way time is a linear procession of past present and
future as philosophers will note this is not always the case christine ross builds on current philosophical and
theoretical examinations of time and applies them to the field of contemporary art films video installations
sculpture and performance works ross first provides an interdisciplinary overview of contemporary studies on time
focusing on findings in philosophy psychology sociology communications history postcolonial studies and ecology
she then illustrates how contemporary artistic practices play around with what we consider linear time engaging
the work of artists such as guido van der werve melik ohanian harun farocki and stan douglas allows investigation
though the art as opposed to having art taking an ancillary role the past is the present it s the future too forces the
reader to understand the complexities of the significance of temporal development in new artistic practices

Contemporary Art About Architecture 2017-07-05
nenhum texto de freud foi traduzido de maneiras tão diferentes em português das unheimliche já foi traduzido
como o estranho e mais recentemente como o inquietante já em outras línguas como equivalentes a a inquietante
estranheza o inquietante familiar o sinistro o ominoso o perturbador etc essa simples enumeração nos mostra o
desafio de traduzir o intraduzível na presente edição o leitor tem em mãos uma tradução não apenas original mas
também ousada e rigorosa o infamiliar o infamiliar não é resultado da fidelidade à língua de partida mas ao
contrário a uma marca visível da impossibilidade da tradução perfeita desse modo não deixa de ser também uma
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intradução que em vez de esconder o problema da inevitável equivocidade da tradução o faz vir à tona esta edição
que comemora os 100 anos da primeira publicação de das unheimliche com uma edição bilíngue e anotada do texto
de freud traz também uma tradução inédita do conto o homem da areia de e t a hoffmann obra ficcional que
mostrou a freud a especificidade de um mecanismo psíquico bastante frequente uma sensação ligada à angústia e
ao horror que experimentamos como algo ao mesmo tempo muito longe e muito perto de nós muito estranho e
muito familiar muito inquietante e muito próximo para completar o volume vários ensaios de renomados
especialistas em psicanálise literatura estética e tradução comentam aspectos essenciais da obra christian dunker
ernani chaves gilson iannini guilherme massara rocha pedro heliodoro tavares e romero

Slow Movies 2014-03-25

The Past is the Present; It's the Future Too 2012-06-28

Sublime 2021

Freud - O infamiliar [Das Unheimliche] – Edição comemorativa
bilíngue (1919-2019) 2019-01-01
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